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Chapter 7

Live OnLine infOrmatiOn 
LiteraCy teaChing and 
Learning – ChaLLenges  
and OppOrtunities

ute manecke

AbstrAct
This chapter explores the challenges and opportunities that teaching and  
learning in a synchronous online environment pose by examining information 
literacy (IL) provision at the Open University (OU), which will serve as a 
case study.

The OU provides distance education. While its flexibility offers more individu-
als an opportunity to start a course, it can be more challenging to ensure stu-
dents develop their skills and knowledge and calls for innovative and engaging 
teaching methods.

The OU Library’s Live Engagement Team runs a program of digital  
information literacy (DIL) sessions. The team’s online pedagogy is built 
on retention and success and involves the careful planning, designing and  
delivering of DIL sessions, creating numerous interactive moments to increase 
teaching effectiveness.

The virtual enquiry desk allows students to consult library staff synchronously 
via the library helpdesk’s webchat service, which is delivered 24 hours a day. 
One of the advantages of this service is that students interact directly by having 
a dialogue with library staff in which they can ask further questions.
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Both services carry out continuous reviews of the ways they operate, inno-
vate and intervene. The chapter provides first-hand experiences of what has 
worked well in information literacy teaching in synchronous online spaces.

Keywords: digital spaces; virtual spaces; information literacy; digital 
information literacy; digital and information literacy framework (diL); 
teaching; training sessions; learning; distance education; higher education; 
synchronous online teaching; the Open university; pedagogy; technology; 
interactivity; transactional distance; assessment; learning outcomes; 
feedback; webchat

INtroDuctIoN
the importance of information literacy (iL) has been widely recognized, espe-
cially but not exclusively, in higher education (he). the onus is on librarians to 
ensure students develop their iL skills, which need to be increasingly used in a 
digital context.

delivering live tutorials to a group of students and advising on a one-to-
one, direct basis are well-established methods of teaching. they become, how-
ever, more difficult to employ in a distance learning environment, which requires 
librarians to be innovative in how they use technology and simultaneously apply 
best pedagogical principles for successful outcomes. the goal is to provide an iL 
service to students, that is, at least as effective as face-to-face instruction. such a 
virtual library learning space should meet user needs just as well as the face-to-
face teaching context.

this chapter explores how this can be achieved by discussing two services that 
are run by the Open university (Ou) Library that focus on technology-medi-
ated, interactive moments of instruction. Both the benefits and the challenges are 
investigated and possible solutions to the latter are suggested.

DIstANcE EDucAtIoN, syNcHroNous oNLINE 
tEAcHINg AND tHE ou

distance education (de) has evolved over time as a way of offering more flex-
ible ways of learning. it is this flexibility which has attracted students over the 
decades, as it enabled them to study (part-time) largely at a time of their choosing 
while juggling family and professional commitments without necessitating them 
to relocate or spend money on commuting to work (Lowe, mestel, & Williams, 
2016; malarkodi, indumathi, & praveena, 2018; O’shea, stone, & delahunty, 
2015).

de has taken on many forms. their common denominator is that teaching is 
delivered off-campus (Krämer, neugebauer, magenheim, & huppertz, 2015), but 
this is where commonalities end. it is therefore hardly surprising that the term 
“distance education” is associated with different meanings.
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at the very beginning, de was associated with correspondence teaching 
(Courtney & Wilhoute-mathews, 2015). print-based material was sent out to stu-
dents to be studied wherever these students were based. a second generation of 
de was born in the mid-to-late 1960s that was characterized by the inclusion of 
broadcast media. it is noteworthy that:

in spite of the technological shift, the second generation, much like the first, focused almost 
solely on the production and distribution of teaching (and learning) materials, with little or no 
facility for direct communication between the teacher and learner or communication between 
learners. (Courtney & Wilhoute-mathews, 2015, p. 263)

this lack of  direct communication can lead to what moore (2013, chapter 5) 
defines as an increase in “transactional distance,” which is a function between 
course structure, dialogue and learner autonomy. if  a course is rigidly struc-
tured and leaves little room for dialogue or communication, more autonomy 
is required of  the learner. as not every learner who enrolls on a de pro-
gram of  study is automatically a highly autonomous learner, it is hardly sur-
prising that “attrition from the university online environment can be up to 
20% higher than that of  face-to-face programs” (O’shea et al., 2015, p. 41).  
students can easily feel isolated in such an environment (pamuk, 2012a; 
todhunter, 2013).

in later generations of  de, asynchronous and synchronous modes of  teach-
ing were employed that increasingly moved away from didactic methods and 
focused on interaction, recognizing the need for it and emphasizing the “social 
construction of  knowledge” (anderson & simpson, 2012, p. 4). Lowe et al. 
(2016) emphasized that such increased levels of  learner – trainer interaction 
can reduce the sense of  separateness learners feel and decrease transactional 
distance.

as there are, even within the current generation of de, many different 
approaches, it is probably not surprising that “the language of off-campus teach-
ing and learning… is inconsistently used” (todhunter, 2013, p. 233). sometimes 
it is simply equated with online teaching. this is only one way of how de is 
delivered though. in addition, the term “online teaching” does not distinguish 
between its different modes. it is therefore paramount to define the specific mode 
of de that is under investigation. as synchronous online education has by its 
very nature the potential to accommodate direct, immediate interactions, which 
in turn lead to higher learner involvement and efficacy (fita, monserrat, molto, 
mestre, & rodriguez-Burruezo, 2016; strang, 2012), the focus of the current and 
future generations of de needs to be on that.

While it seems to simulate a face-to-face environment to some extent,  
it is crucial to bear in mind that the medium of synchronous, online delivery is 
different in nature and therefore requires new pedagogies of  teaching to fully 
exploit its potential. as anderson and simpson (2012) observed, technology 
in itself  does not lead to change. pamuk (2012b) points out that technology 
integration is “a complex, multidimensional process requiring understanding 
of  the reciprocal, dynamic relationships between three knowledge bases peda-
gogy, content and technology” (p. 426). some of  the challenges of  technology 
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integration can be that some students do not feel confident in the use of technologies 
(O’shea et al., 2015) and that technical problems are bound to occur, which can 
have a disruptive effect (todhunter, 2013). it is therefore imperative that the 
trainer addresses such technological barriers in the preparation and the execu-
tion of  their teaching.

another study, which looked into pedagogical factors that were linked to 
students’ understanding of  content in an online program identified the need 
to communicate with the trainer at the time of  teaching so that questions are 
answered as they arise (pamuk, 2012a). in addition, students wanted activi-
ties that allowed them to test their understanding of  the subject matter and 
reinforced it. such activities were considered to have a motivational effect on 
their continued studies and highlight the significance of  feedback mechanisms. 
Learning outcomes and assessment have to be an integral part of  technol-
ogy-mediated instruction (rogerson-revell, 2015). depending on the kinds 
of  assessments, different cognitive skills are tested: twomey (2015) differenti-
ates between lower-order cognitive skills, which are characterized by simple 
recall and higher order cognitive skills, which are process-focused and involve 
the evaluation, analysis and the application of  information in a certain con-
text. as a result of  implementing such pedagogical strategies, students are less 
likely to feel a disconnect from their studies and their educational institution 
and feel more engaged in the learning process (O’shea et al., 2015; rogerson-
revell, 2015).

it should be noted that an increasing number of higher education institutions 
(heis) start taking up synchronous, online training – sometimes as part of a 
blended learning approach (todhunter, 2013). most of them are not predomi-
nantly de providers like the Ou but actively choose to vary and enhance their 
teaching in that way by offering the aforementioned benefits such as convenience 
to their student population. We can see a process at work that involves “break-
ing down the boundaries between distance- and face-to-face institutions, and dis-
tance and face-to-face teaching within institutions” (anderson & simpson, 2012, 
p. 5). the relevance of the following two Ou Library teaching-centered services 
is therefore – while most apparent with – not restricted to heis that are mainly 
distance educators but applies to any heis that run or consider running online, 
synchronous iL training.

the Ou, which celebrates its 50th anniversary at the time of writing, reflects 
the history of distance learning: from initially sending out course packs en masse 
by post to making extensive use of  the broadcasting medium (anderson & 
simpson, 2012; henry, 2019), which manifested itself  most profoundly in its 
co-operation with the BBC, it went on to embrace emerging computing tech-
nologies, utilizing them in a variety of  ways to best effect. Caird and Lane 
(2015) explain how Ou teaching pedagogies now encompass the provision of 
guidance, activities, assessment and communication and collaboration while 
harnessing different information and communication technologies (iCts).

in the following, a close look will be taken at how the Ou Library’s Live 
engagement and enquiries teams have used appropriate pedagogies in their  
iCt-mediated, synchronous, online iL teaching.
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IL tEAcHINg At tHE ou
Ou Library staff  are acutely aware of iL being key to student success and 
acknowledges the essential educational role it therefore plays.

the Ou Library offers a range of services for students to enhance their digital 
information literacy (diL) skills. at the heart of them is the diL framework, 
which shapes the nature of these services and any iL-related interventions. Within 
the context of the diL framework, “digital literacy refers to the skills, compe-
tences, and dispositions of Ou students using digital technologies to achieve 
personal, study, and work-related goals” (see https://www.open.ac.uk/library 
services/pages/dilframework/, para. 2).

the framework covers five competencies that students need to develop in order 
to be considered information literate in a digital environment. these are

•	 understanding and engaging in digital practices;
•	 finding information;
•	 critically evaluating information, online interactions and online tools;
•	 managing and communicating information; and
•	 collaborating and sharing digital content.

these competencies are expected to manifest themselves in different ways 
depending on the level of study a student is at. it means that students are expected 
to demonstrate a specific set of skills for each competency, which will become 
more demanding as they progress in their study. the diL framework is therefore 
a progressive and developmental tool.

the way this framework, which has also been linked to the JisC’s digital 
Capabilities framework (JisC, 2017) and the Ou’s employability framework 
(Ou, 2018b), is used within different library services can be best understood 
against the background of the Ou librarians’ functional roles in a matrix: the 
matrix covers the four different areas and associated teams of academic Liaison, 
authoring, Live engagement and enquiries. the academic Liaison team ensures 
that diL skills are firmly embedded in the curriculum by making certain that 
activities that advance these skills and relevant (library) resources are integrated 
into modules, which are a series of units or lessons in a particular subject, during 
their production process. thus, the team works very closely with faculty, a col-
laboration that has proven to be successful not only at the Ou but also elsewhere 
with regard to students’ diL skills development (easter, Bailey, & Klages, 2014; 
figa, Bone, & macpherson, 2009; Knight & Loftis, 2012; Owens & Bozeman, 
2009). the academic Liaison team, in turn, liaises closely with the authoring 
team about activities it wants them to write for skills development in modules. 
this is being done on the digital skills for study (diss) platform whose structure 
mimics the diL framework. activities are both listed by skills area or competency 
and by subject. the academic Liaison Librarians see to it that the modules’ vir-
tual learning environment links out to appropriate activities on diss. moreover, 
they raise the module teams’1 awareness of the Live engagement team’s efforts of 
teaching students iL skills in a variety of ways, frequently in a live online environ-
ment, as well as the enquiry services team’s advisory function.
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it is these synchronous teaching and learning environments that will be looked 
at in more detail and analyzed with regard to their potential for learning and the 
challenges they bring.

tHE LIVE ENgAgEmENt tEAm’s gENErIc  
trAININg ProgrAm

the Ou Library’s Live engagement team, which in 2019 won an Ou teaching 
award (see http://www.open.ac.uk/library/news/the-ou-s-double-award-winning-
library) as well as the prestigious LiLaC information Literacy award for its inno-
vative approach to teaching and learning (LiLaC, 2019), reaches out to students 
(and staff) and develops their diL skills in a variety of ways. it has contributed, 
together with other library teams, to the creation of subject showcases that high-
light some useful resources to find and use information in particular subject areas 
(see https://www.youtube.com/user/OULibrary/videos), delivered short teaching 
sessions on facebook Live (see http://www.open.ac.uk/library/training-and-events/
facebook-live-events) and has appeared on student hub Live (see http://stu-
denthublive.open.ac.uk), which is a series of live, interactive web-broadcast pro-
grams. it has also recently started creating podcasts (see http://www.open.ac.uk/
library/news/completely-shelfless-a-podcast-from-the-ou-library).

it is the team’s regular training program though that is at the very center of 
its synchronous teaching channels. One major part of this training program is 
the development and delivery of generic training sessions throughout the year. 
generic training sessions are designed with students from any faculty or sub-
ject area in mind. they are advertised on the Library’s training and events page 
and the frequency with which they are run depends on the time of the year. at 
the beginning of the academic year, the team runs several sessions a week. they 
are short, half-hour sessions that fit easily into students’ lunch breaks even if  
they work full time during the day. many of them are held in the evenings when 
students are back from work. the students do not need to sign up for these ses-
sions and can just turn up by following a series of hyperlinks on the training and 
events page.

the sessions, like the authoring team’s diss activities, focus on the compe-
tencies of the diL framework. they are open to students on any level of study.

although the sessions are stand-alone sessions and can be done in any order, 
the session many students start with is unsurprisingly the “introduction to Library 
services” session. the session provides an overview of the Ou Library’s services 
and resources and shows students via screen sharing how to navigate the library 
website. another session, “using Library search for your assignment,” focuses 
on the use of our discovery tool. “smarter searching with Library databases” 
introduces students to search techniques and gives them an overview of how a 
literature search on a database should be carried out. “assessing the reliability 
of information for your assignment” logically follows on from these training ses-
sions on searching, as students must ensure that they pick the most appropriate 
results for their assignment. the “Why and how of referencing” session explains 
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the rationale of referencing at the beginning of the session, followed by the way 
references are constructed. “exploring e-books” highlights common features of 
e-books and how to make best use of them. “improving your experience accessing 
online resources” is concerned with accessibility matters and informs students of 
the adjustments that are available to them to optimize their learning experience.

tHE LIVE ENgAgEmENt tEAm’s tArgEtED  
trAININg sEssIoNs

targeted training sessions are the other main part of the Live engagement team’s 
training program. Like the generic sessions, they teach students diL skills, but 
unlike the generic sessions, they are not open to all students. instead, students 
on a particular module or program are targeted (hence its name) and sessions are 
tailored to their particular skills and subject level. in addition, they are frequently 
run in preparation for an assignment. most of the targeted sessions concentrate 
on advanced literature searching, referencing and plagiarism. the examples as 
well as the activities in the sessions reflect topics the students have been taught in 
their module and tasks they are expected to carry out. resources for their subject 
area take center stage particularly in literature search training sessions.

targeted sessions are usually hour-long sessions and are predominantly taught 
in the evenings. the exact timing is arranged between the librarian and the mod-
ule team. students have to sign up for these sessions, which allows the trainer to 
organize another trainer for backup if  high student numbers are expected. they 
are requested by module teams when they feel that their students would highly 
benefit from a targeted library intervention for their upcoming assignments. not 
all module teams request such a session, but they are being told by their assigned 
academic Liaison Librarian as early as during module production that this 
option is available. Once a targeted session has been designed and run, it tends to 
become a regular feature in the calendar and is re-run for the next cohort of stu-
dents on that module in the new and sometimes even in the same academic year. 
the latter occurs when a module has several start dates during one academic year. 
it is not uncommon for more than one targeted session to be held per student 
cohort within one academic year. sometimes, if  the student cohort is substantial, 
the same library session is run on different days and at different times so that the 
trainer(s) deals with a more manageable class size. at other times, sessions cover-
ing different diL skills are taught to students such as literature searching on one 
day and referencing or evaluating sources on another day.

ImPLEmENtINg tHE trAININg sEssIoNs
the way online training sessions are implemented is largely contingent on the 
digital platform that is available to trainers. simultaneously, sound pedagogical 
teaching and learning approaches are used that are built on retention and suc-
cess when using the platform in the Ou’s distance learning context. Continuous 
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student feedback is therefore sought to ensure students benefit from the  training. 
Challenges that the trainers experience are addressed, and improvements are 
made.

The Process

adobe Connect is the digital platform that is used for the delivery of the Ou 
Library’s training sessions. as it is also employed in module teaching, many stu-
dents have already some familiarity with the platform when they attend their first 
online library training sessions although there are always some students who are 
completely new and have not used the platform much. as a result, all the generic 
sessions show initially some rolling slides on how to make the best use of adobe 
Connect from aspects such as using the chat box to setting up audio and navi-
gating the available interactive features. these slides are displayed from about  
15 minutes before the start of the session when the trainer enters the online room 
and should help students to use the technology more easily and confidently so 
that they can get the most out of a session. usually, polls are used to engage with 
students who come in early and to make them feel welcome and settle in. these 
polls tend to ask students what they study and how confident they feel about 
the diL skill that will be covered by the session. the students’ answers inform 
the trainer’s approach with regard to the pace and length of explanations and 
what resources or collections they will point out during the course of the session. 
during this time, students are already encouraged to use the chat box, which gives 
them the opportunity to interact with not only the trainer but also with other 
students, which is likely to increase their involvement in the session.

all the sessions state their aims and learning outcomes, which are revisited dur-
ing and at the end of a session. variation in delivery methods is a key feature of the 
training sessions and tends to keep students focused: powerpoint slides, which are 
used to make certain theoretical points such as how a database operates or how to 
develop a literature search strategy, are interspersed with live screen sharing, which 
allows for the practical application of what students have just been taught, for 
example, by a demonstration of a search on one or more of the library databases.

the library sessions have in-built assessment points and interactivity as well. 
as the library training sessions are not formally assessed or even compulsory to 
attend, the assessment is informal. the challenge is to make it still meaningful. 
as mentioned earlier, students are asked to perform a self-assessment of the par-
ticular skill area the library session will teach them at the beginning. during the 
session, assessment points frequently take the form of polls that test the students’ 
knowledge and understanding of the teaching content that has just been covered 
and gives the students feedback. the polls tend to focus more on simple recall 
and therefore lower order cognitive skills. however, this is not exclusively the case. 
higher-order cognitive skills are assessed through polls and the use of chat boxes 
as well, especially in a session like “assessing the reliability of information for 
your assignment” during which students have to apply the prOmpt framework 
(see http://www.open.ac.uk/libraryservices/beingdigital/objects/87/index.htm) to an 
article to critically evaluate it.
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the trainers recognize the importance of interactivity in their teaching to keep 
students’ attention and reduce transactional distance and have developed effec-
tive ways of building interactivity into the online sessions by asking students to 
carry out a task online and then report back on their findings or by prompting 
students to use the chat box or polls to engage with the respective topic. students 
are encouraged to ask questions at any point and there is time set aside for further 
questions at the end to make sure that students’ understanding of the teaching 
content has improved. the platform allows students to raise a hand when they 
want to ask a question and use their microphones unless the trainer decides to 
turn them off, which they might choose to do for the duration of the session to 
silence any background noise.

the feedback form students are requested to fill in before they leave the online 
room is an opportunity for them to reflect on their learning during the session, 
the trainer’s perceived competence and the delivery of the session. students are 
asked to spell out the advantages of having attended the session and propose how 
a session could be developed and enhanced.

Evidence of Benefits

there are proven benefits of running these live training sessions, which Ou stu-
dent feedback on both the generic and the targeted sessions has overwhelmingly 
highlighted.

demonstrations of applied iL skills such as searching combine visual and 
aural teaching approaches and are therefore more likely to suit a greater range 
of learners compared to a merely text-based method and augment understanding 
and skill acquisition as one of the Ou students who attended a targeted session 
articulated succinctly:

i needed some actual spoken words to reaffirm what i had been reading in the guide. (student, 
march 5, 2019)

the synchronous nature of the sessions allows students to ask questions and 
get clarification on aspects of the taught topic that they do not understand. this 
is an advantage over just doing some of the iL activities that students can access 
on the Ou’s library website and complements these:

this was a great insight into referencing. the tutors answered all questions and were very happy 
to help. (student, february 5, 2019)

this is a comment on how the “the Why and how of referencing” session 
both consolidated and created students’ knowledge:

i am completely new to academic referencing, so the session was helpful to consolidate the 
reading and learning i had done. i’m hoping it will get easier with practice. (student, January 
23, 2019)

much student feedback centered on the students’ improved ability to come 
to grips with the library website and to access, navigate and search the library 
resources more confidently:

i can now navigate easily through the library. (student, January 30, 2019)
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i will be able to access a lot more than before and will be able to join a library to borrow books. 
(student, January 30, 2019)

i wasn’t sure how to search correctly and how to narrow down the search. i feel more confident 
in using it now. (student, february 14, 2019)

i tried to look for theorists last week but couldn’t quite manage to access what i was looking for. 
tonight, i learned how to use filters more effectively. (student, february 14, 2019)

sometimes it came down to having had the core principles explained and dem-
onstrated and the trainers getting down to basics with resource terminology:

Before this session started i [sic.] had no idea how to access the relevant books, to be totally hon-
est didn’t realize e book meant electronic book. i now understand how to navigate the library 
page confidently. (student, april 3, 2019)

showing the students how to evaluate information and giving them some prac-
tice to develop this skill during the “assessing the reliability of information for 
your assignment” session also proved successful insofar as it enabled students to 
sharpen their critical faculties:

as i am in my third year i am needing to be more critical within my studies and this has helped 
me to consider how i can look at articles with a critical view. (student, march 7, 2019)

students also appreciated the focused and more in-depth training approach 
the targeted online synchronous sessions took. Once again, the demonstration of 
a diL skill such as advanced searching in a live session was considered effective:

We where [sic.] shown new ways of searching that i did not know about, which i found very 
helpful. (student, february 12, 2019)

very well focused and relevant. (student, february 12, 2019)

the success of  running live iL sessions is not solely reflected in such direct 
student feedback obtained from the feedback forms and the comments in the 
chat at the end of  a session. there is also statistical evidence available that the 
Ou has gathered for the different schools and subject areas that closely links 
student attainment and progression to having attended one or more of  these 
sessions.

these data are displayed in the Ou’s annual school reports (Ou, 2018a) 
where student engagement with live or recorded generic sessions for the academic 
year 2017–2018 has been split by end of module result. the findings are that 31% 
of students who attended at least one live session and viewed at least one session 
recording attained a distinction, the highest grading category, which is juxtaposed 
by 17% of students who gained a distinction without attending any generic live 
session or viewing any recordings. in total, 29% of students who attended at least 
one live session gained a distinction compared to 24% of students who viewed at 
least one recording.

moreover, 17% of students who did not attend a session or watched a record-
ing failed their module compared with only 5% of students who attended at least 
one live session and viewed at least one recording, 7% of students who attended 
at least one live session and 8% of students who viewed at least one recording.
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these data demonstrate how student success is closely connected to the 
attendance of  the Ou Library’s generic sessions. While students also benefited 
from the recordings with regard to their results, the by far greatest benefit was 
reaped by students who participated in a (or several) synchronous training 
session(s).

the many advantages of  running these live sessions have therefore been 
shown. not only do they favorably compare to instances where students were 
only provided with recordings or online activities and resources; live online ses-
sions do have the edge over face-to-face sessions as well in at least one respect: 
they have the potential to accommodate a far higher number of  students than 
face-to-face training sessions. student numbers can go into the hundreds if  the 
trainer does not decide to put a cap on them. this results in less staffing and 
time expenditure.

Benefits of  synchronous online teaching have been emphasized in other 
studies as well. fita et al. (2016) and murphy, rodriguez-manzanares, and 
Barbour (2011) also highlight the absence of  spatial constraints in the digital 
learning environment. arias-masa, alonso-diaz, Cubo-delgado, gutierrez-
esteban, and yuste-tosina (2014, p. 223) observed how these digital learning 
spaces have enhanced “students’ creativity, favour virtual collaborative work, 
promote critical and independent thought, and create alternative channels 
to stimulate students’ active participation by means of  flexible and attractive 
inter-faces.” fita et al. (2016) and Wang, Jaeger, Liu, guo, and Xie (2013) 
similarly emphasize the richness of  these digital spaces that allow students 
to receive instant feedback and increase motivation, which leads to improved 
online learning.

Challenges and Possible Solutions

despite all these benefits, synchronous online training is certainly not without its 
pitfalls. the Ou’s Live engagement team has tackled these after having come 
across them.

One of the issues is that trainers have no way of knowing how many students 
will attend a generic session in advance. if  the trainer is then faced with a larger 
than anticipated number of students, this can be challenging, especially if  stu-
dents have many questions throughout the session. higher number of students 
raise the likelihood of more questions being asked, which in turn can prolong the 
session duration or might result in the planned teaching content being curtailed.

One way of managing this scenario is for the trainer to ask the students to 
make a note of their questions and deal with them at the end. this gives those 
students who require more explanations the opportunity to get them by stay-
ing a little longer but simultaneously allows the trainer to deliver the session as 
intended and let the other students leave on time.

in addition, during times that are known to be busy such as the beginning of 
the autumn term, the team often arranges for a second trainer to be present whose 
main task is to monitor the chat. if  students have questions, they can be answered 
straightaway in this case by the additional trainer responding in the chat box. 
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the session and the main trainer will not be interrupted in this way. students can 
continue listening to the session while the student who needs further clarification 
on a particular point will receive it.

One of the biggest challenges in synchronous online teaching is dealing with 
unforeseen technological issues. members of the Live engagement team have 
experienced their fair share of such issues. at one point, during a particularly 
busy teaching period, an issue with the adobe Connect platform was identified 
that affected both delivery speed and the ability to switch between different lay-
outs in a session, for example, between slides and the screen share layout. during 
this time, some of the trainers worked with just one layout by finding new ways 
of doing this most effectively.

Other issues can be specific laptop or browser issues and Wi-fi, broadband 
speed, and network connectivity. if  the network connection is completely lost, 
there are limits to what the trainer can do. if  there is only one trainer who is listed 
as presenter or host on adobe Connect and who then loses the network connec-
tion, students will automatically be evicted from the online room. they can only 
enter it again if  a presenter is in that room. for the most part, members of the 
Live engagement team have been able to get the connection back, sometimes by 
using an alternative network cable, opening another browser or using a different 
laptop altogether. experience has shown that most but not all students return to 
the online room after such a technological mishap.

having another laptop or network cable – where Wi-fi isn’t available – at hand 
can minimize the length of disruption. testing different equipment out before 
using it for a session makes it less likely albeit not impossible that technological 
problems occur.

there is also a need to manage students’ expectations with regard to techno-
logical performance. if  technology malfunctions during a session it is vital to 
communicate with the students if  this is still possible and suggest ways of work-
ing around this issue.

for example, during a targeted session, students could not see the chat box the 
trainer had brought up. despite the trainer’s best efforts to rectify this by present-
ing alternative chat boxes instead, the issue persisted throughout the session. this 
was a session that was taught in tandem with a member of the module team and 
together the trainers suggested to the students to raise their hands, that is, use the 
respective icon on adobe Connect, whenever the students wanted to say some-
thing about the topic and then use their microphones when the trainers gave them 
permission to speak. this worked very well and numerous students made use of 
this opportunity to speak directly.

the Live engagement team’s experience has been that the majority of stu-
dents are very understanding when it comes to technological problems. they 
frequently experience such difficulties on their side, which makes them more sym-
pathetic when it happens to the trainer.

Other studies have shown that time has to be factored in to learn the specific 
online tool that is used for teaching and learning and that teaching pedagogy 
has to be adapted in order to get the benefits of these digital spaces (arias-masa  
et al., 2014; ernest et al., 2013; fita et al., 2016; murphy et al., 2011).
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Continuous Review, Interventions and Improvements

not only does the Ou’s Live engagement team identify and address challenges 
such as the ones described above, it is also continuously engaged in reviewing and 
improving its training program. this is done throughout the year and is based 
on both the trainers’ observations of what has worked well and what has not and 
student feedback. if  issues are identified that can easily be rectified, this is done 
straightaway, but any non-urgent suggestions and ideas that require more time 
to implement or put into practice are tackled in an annual review and rewrite of 
training sessions, which takes place every summer.

Last year, the team did a particularly thorough job, making use of  new 
team members who brought new perspectives to the training sessions. as a 
result, best pedagogical practice in (online) teaching was highlighted and a 
list of  recommendations of  what the training sessions should look like was 
drawn up. team members then amended and updated the sessions against this 
background as appropriate. some of  the changes were minor, some required a 
complete rewrite. the amendments were then carefully reviewed again by the 
whole team before the sessions in their new version were rolled out to the stu-
dents at the start of  the academic year. many of  the improvements concerned 
aforementioned pedagogical aspects such as creating increased opportunities 
of  interactivity through polls and a consistent approach in all the sessions to 
defining learning outcomes and addressing them not just at the end but also 
throughout each session.

the team also used the Ou Library services student panel, which consists of 
a group of students who have been invited to be members of the panel for one 
year and commit themselves to take part in up to four pieces of research during 
this time (see http://www.open.ac.uk/library/library-information/library-services-
student-panel). the research includes different types of data collection such as 
telephone interviews, online surveys and forums. this is a chance for students to 
influence the library services and resources.

in this context, research with the Library student panel has shown that many 
students would like to attend training sessions early in the morning or late in the 
evening in order to fit in with their work schedule and other commitments they 
have. as a result, the Live engagement team piloted a few generic training ses-
sions that were held at 6.30 a.m. and 9.00 p.m. or 9.30 p.m. in november 2018. 
the uptake of the “night owl” sessions was equivalent to the number of students 
that attend the regular lunchtime or evening sessions, the “early bird” sessions 
attracted a smaller number of attendees.

feedback on running the sessions at these new times was extremely  
positive:

the later time worked very well for me, i work in an environment that is relatively secure and as 
such am unable to attend the lunchtime training sessions. (student, november 2018)

i liked the later time for the session as it allowed me to do some study in the evening and dinner. 
(student, november 2018)

fantastic, early and fresh. (student, november 2018)
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this is an example of a timely response to a need that students expressed. 
since the pilot took place, the night owl sessions have become a regular feature 
of the Live engagement team’s training offer and have continued to have good 
attendance figures. the early bird sessions are currently suspended but will be 
run again at the beginning of the new academic year when a higher number of 
students attend library training.

While the above interventions were improvements to the Live engagement 
team’s generic training program as a whole, the team also intervenes in a timely 
fashion whenever a need is identified to support students on a particular module 
in their iL skills. the first presentation of a level one law module in 2014 was a 
case in point (Ou, 2016). after the first assignment, the module chair approached 
library staff, informing them of the students’ poor referencing skills and requested 
some help. Consequently, a new targeted referencing session was designed for 
students on this module and delivered to them by a librarian and two members 
of the module team, which once again draws attention to the longstanding, close 
collaboration between faculty and library staff  at the Ou. in addition, a referenc-
ing forum was run on the module website. the result of these interventions was a 
decrease of 95% in referrals to study skills support compared to the previous year 
when these specific forms of assistance had not been in place.

the team is currently enlarging its generic training session program to develop 
more digital capabilities. a digital footprint session has just been created, which 
will introduce students to the responsible use of social media and the concept 
of e-professionalism by using the same pedagogical approaches that have been 
proven successful as discussed above.

tHE ENquIrIEs tEAm’s WEbcHAt sErVIcE
the Ou Library’s enquiries service is another crucial service in iL instruc-
tion. in many ways, it complements the training program delivered by the Live 
engagement team and the two teams frequently refer students to each other.

the enquiries service is a virtual helpdesk service that allows students to 
receive individual advice on and support with iL-related questions. part of the 
service encompasses assistance via email and telephone, which is standard at uni-
versity libraries. however, information exchanges via email have their limitations. 
they are of little value if  a student needs an immediate response and misunder-
standings can easily occur, which then further delay the transmission of relevant 
information. the telephone is not every student’s preferred means of communica-
tion. Besides, this element of the service is only delivered during the work hours 
of 9.00 a.m. and 5.00 p.m. and if  students require urgent help, they will have to 
wait for an answer until the next day.

the Ou Library recognized that many students want to have a synchronous 
communication channel other than the telephone that allows them to get answers 
to their questions promptly. this is where the enquiries team’s webchat service 
comes in: the library assistants initially take an online chat from a student and 
try to answer the student’s specific question. if  it is a complex enquiry, they will 
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transfer the chat to the librarian who is on duty. some of the students who  contact 
the helpdesk via webchat have attended training sessions but find that they have 
further questions once it comes to implementing what they have learned on a 
greater scale. two of the most frequently made types of enquiry via webchat are 
about database searching and referencing. Library staff  then guide the student 
through the process of searching or referencing or direct them to the information 
(resource) they need.

The Process

as webchat is a live interaction, library staff  are in a position to clarify with the 
student what exactly they want to find out. they therefore establish the learning 
need and, crucially, the learning outcome of the webchat interaction and do so 
right at the beginning of a chat.

rather than providing students with results or even answers to their assign-
ment questions, staff  enable the students to find answers for themselves by giv-
ing them the tools such as techniques to do so. Links to webpages can easily be 
copied and pasted into a webchat so that the student knows where to go first. as 
the interaction is completely focused on a 1:1 interaction between the enquirer 
and library staff, the latter can tailor the pace and the complexity of their expla-
nations to the needs of the individual student. in order to do this successfully, 
it is crucial to regularly check in with the student and encourage them to ask 
questions. moreover, unless it is an enquiry that focuses on a long iL process 
such as advanced literature searching, enquiries staff  often ask the student to 
replicate what they have just explained to them such as how to locate a particular 
journal article and then access full text. not only does this reinforce the student’s 
learning, it also assesses it when the student reports back on whether they have 
successfully carried out this action, thus following aforementioned effective peda-
gogies in a synchronous, online teaching and learning environment. in this way, 
interactivity is high, the student will remain engaged in their learning process and 
transactional distance is minimized.

Evidence of Benefits

feedback from students who have used this service has been overwhelmingly pos-
itive and the benefits of webchat interactions is apparent in the statistics: Between 
January 2018 and april 2019, 95.34% of students who used and completed the 
online post-chat survey on the Comm100 system after a webchat with a member 
of library staff  said that they would use webchat again to communicate with the 
Ou. in addition, 39.44% of respondents pointed out that they would not have 
contacted the library helpdesk if  webchat was unavailable. this is a significant 
number of students who have indicated in this way that webchat delivers a service 
that offers additional value to the other existing helpdesk communication chan-
nels. this demand for a webchat service has been stated in other studies (Cote, 
Kochkina, & mawhinney, 2016; nicol & Crook, 2013). during the interval men-
tioned previously, enquiries staff  accepted 3,133 chats from 3,513 chat requests 
that were received, which amounts to a chat acceptance rate of 89.18% in total.
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Ou students also often commented on the service they had received at the end 
of a webchat to express how they rated the service delivered and whether it had 
been useful to them:

thanks a lot. this webchat function is so great. it does help me a lot. (student, march 28, 2019)

By the way, this is the first time i have used the “chat to a librarian” facility and it is brilliant! 
thanks so much to both yourself  and rachel :-). (student, march 26, 2019)

some students were more specific with regard to what they felt they were now 
able to do as a result of library helpdesk staff  interventions via webchat:

Okay that should be fine to begin with thank you for refocusing me i was going off  in a tan-
gent and getting stuck but i have an area now where i can hopefully get to grips with thanks. 
(student, march 27, 2019)

thank you so much for your help and advice, and for the link. … yes certainly i can continue 
independently from here. (student, January 9, 2019)

although other institutions present a mixed picture of the efficacy of an 
online webchat service, many of them consider the service successful (arif, 
ameen, & rafiq, 2017; hervieux & tummon, 2018; Kimbrough, 2018; mckewan 
& richmond, 2017; yang & dalal, 2015). this assessment was mainly based on 
transcript analysis and the number of questions that were correctly answered, 
which is a different way of evaluating the utility of webchat interactions.

the Ou Library webchat service is available 24 hours a day, which is a huge 
benefit, as students who work full time and mainly find time to study in the eve-
nings and at the weekends can use the service when questions arise during their 
study time even if  this happens to be in the middle of the night. this is made 
possible because the helpdesk service has teamed up with Questionpoint, a coop-
erative network of librarians who take over when the Ou library helpdesk staff  
finish for the day. many of these librarians are in the united states. While they 
have limited access to our resources, which means they cannot test whether a par-
ticular resource works, for example, they are often still able to advise on referenc-
ing and general search enquiries. any questions they have not been able to answer 
are marked for the attention of the Ou helpdesk librarians who will follow up on 
the initial communication.

Challenges and Possible Solutions

some of the challenges the enquiries team faces during a webchat are the same 
as those the Live engagement team encounters in their training sessions such as 
technological issues, which sometimes interrupt the communication altogether. 
there is unfortunately no way to prevent such incidents from happening. as a 
rule, students realize that they have just experienced a technological glitch and 
restart another webchat.

One of the difficulties that has to be managed are the pauses that can occur in 
an online webchat conversation. if  a student does not respond to a question or 
an explanation it might be because they have gone away to do something else or 
followed the guidance they have been given by accessing a resource or searching 
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for information in the way suggested to them. enquiries staff  prompt them to 
continue to engage in the webchat. if  there is still no response after repeated 
prompting and waiting, enquiries staff  will tell the student that they will close 
the chat now but that the student is welcome to get back to them if  and when 
required. staff  should also inform the student if  they intend to look something 
up or test something so that the student knows that there will be a short pause 
in the conversation but that they are still there and will try to provide the student 
with more information shortly.

another challenge enquiries staff  encounter is when a student does not 
seem to be able to follow the guidance and cannot see on their screen what staff  
have in front of  them. staff  might then have to backtrack and provide more 
detailed guidance or adjust the pace of  their explanations. the importance 
is to keep the dialogue with the student going to understand what they have 
done and what they can see on their screen if  they try to execute recommended 
steps to locate information or resolve a problem. in this context, it is helpful 
to ask a student at the outset how much experience they have in carrying out a 
particular activity such as doing a database search so that it is easier for staff  
to pitch their guidance appropriately to the student’s level of  understanding. 
moreover, it can be helpful to look up student details at the beginning of  a 
webchat not only with regard to level of  study and module information but 
also with respect to a student’s disability status, which is listed on the helpdesk 
system vOiCe. information about a student’s disability allows staff  to under-
stand their needs and how to best work with them. the Ou is progressive in 
matters of  accessibility, which is crucial when considering the high number of 
disabled Ou students. enquiries staff  are trained on understanding accessibil-
ity issues and how screen readers can be used. this knowledge has been used in 
instances of  dealing with a blind student and other visually impaired students 
during webchats.

dealing with a number of webchats simultaneously is another test for enquiries 
staff  during busy times, an issue that has also been raised by greenberg and  
Bar-ilan (2015). as the service has set itself  a target to answer chat requests 
within seven minutes of them coming in, this means that some webchats that 
arrive at about the same time will have to be answered concurrently. this does 
require a certain amount of skill. even if  the library assistant passes on some 
webchats to the librarian, it often still means managing multiple webchats at a 
particular point in time by one person, which involves switching between these 
active chats. this is usually feasible if  the enquiries are brief  and of limited scope 
but can be tricky to achieve in the case of more complex enquiries. in order to 
keep constructive webchat communication feasible, staff  need to ascertain the 
nature of the enquiry quickly and assess the viability of taking it on. it is crucial 
to manage students’ expectations. enquiries staff  inform students in these situ-
ations that they are handling a number of webchats and give them the options 
right at the beginning of a chat to either wait or come back later. if  students are 
happy to wait, staff  attempt to get back to them quickly and then explain to all 
the students they engage in chats with that their responses might be a little slower 
providing them with the reason why that is the case. as long as the students know 
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that their enquiries are being dealt with, they are usually patient and happy to 
accept a slower pace of communication.

Continuous Review and Improvements

the webchat service is continuously reviewed. not only does this take the 
form of  discussing aspects of  webchat handling in monthly held enquiries 
team meetings, it is also reflected in the peer review process the enquiries 
service is about to undergo at the time of  writing. the team has carried out 
a peer review of  its service before. the way this has been done was reexam-
ined and amendments to the process were suggested and implemented. the 
review process involves small groups of  enquiries staff  members from the Ou 
Library looking at a number of  webchats (and email enquiries) and assessing 
how well and satisfactorily they have been handled by staff  based on peer 
review assessment criteria that had previously been agreed on by the team. 
recommendations for improvement are made and learning points are sub-
sequently being shared among the whole enquiries team while anonymity 
regarding the identity of  the staff  member who handled a particular enquiry 
that is assessed is maintained.

in the future, the team intends to analyze and utilize student feedback retrieved 
in the post chat survey to plan and implement further changes where their useful-
ness is indicated to attain additional improvements. a strategic analysis of the 
out-of-hours webchat service could also be beneficial for service improvement as 
has been described by Jolly and White (2016).

coNcLusIoN
this chapter has demonstrated how the Ou Library’s Live engagement and 
enquiries teams deliver iL instruction via synchronous online learning spaces by 
aligning technology and pedagogy.

Ou student feedback and achievements have shown that these services are 
highly valued and effective. the direct interaction between librarian and student – 
but also between students – during diL instruction, adds a dimension to students’ 
iL learning that they would not otherwise experience in the distance-learning 
context. students appreciate receiving an immediate answer to their questions, 
which ties in with research findings that emphasize the importance of interactive 
elements in online teaching to engage students, reduce transactional distance and 
build a community.

Challenges such as technological issues exist but can often be mitigated by 
making prior back-up plans and lack of confidence in using digital spaces can be 
addressed by providing guidance and advice. a high number of student enquiries 
during an online training session can be managed by utilizing another librarian 
who might want to completely focus on the chat. Conversation gaps in the course 
of a webchat can be tackled by repeated prompting on the part of the librarian.

the case study of these two Ou library services has also indicated that a regu-
lar review of the diL services the teams deliver in a virtual environment ensures 
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their ongoing relevance and student-centeredness and enables innovation and 
best outcomes.

NotE
1. module teams are the members of staff  who are responsible for the production and 

eventually the smooth running of a module. a major part of that is the planning and writ-
ing of content.
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